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PREFACE 
Canonical forms have been used since the earliest days of matrix theory, 
and they are still the object of active research today. They can permit one to 
decide if two matrices are “the same” with respect to a given property. And 
they can make it possible to verify an assertion about all matrices in a certain 
class by demonstrating it only for matrices in the class with a special 
structure. 
The papers in this special issue illustrate the wide variety of theoretical 
and computational contexts in which canonical forms play a role in current 
research. Also, we are fortunate to have several survey articles that expertly 
summarize an enormous range of literature. 
It is a pleasure to thank the contributors-and the referees-for their 
heroic efforts to find one more reference, prove one more theorem, offer one 
more constructive suggestion, and still meet the deadlines for the special 
issue. The linear algebra community will benefit from their labors for many 
years to come. 
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